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Department of Defense managers msae important and
complex investment decisions about propose4 military
construction projects. Since resources are becoming scarcer and
sore costly, it is essential that proposed projects be evaluated
OL a consistent and systematic basis before decisions are sade.
The Departmeat of Defense (DOD) generally requires an econoaic
analysis for military construction proposals which involve a
choice between two or more alternatives, and projects justified
on the basis of military necessity are not exempt from the
requirement to perform an ecoanomic analysis.
Findings/ConcL2-i^us: Less than .2 percent of the Armyl, avy,
and Air Fo::ce projects proposed to the Congress in fiscal years
1976 anrd 1977 were evaluat.ed by economic analyses. In fiscal
year 1976, the 31 projects evaluated by economic analysis
represwnted only S89 million of th, $2.5 billion Army, Navy, and
lir Force construction program. In ficcal year 1977, the 37
projects account:ed for only $138 million of the $2 billion Arm';,
Navy and Air Force construction procects. Although it is
conceivable that certain projects nay not have been susceptible
to such analysis or that the cost of the analysis may have been
greater than the potential benefits, it is believed that more
than 12 percent of the construction projects should have been
evaluated by economic analysis. In a wide variety or proposed
projects, DOD managers did not use economic analysis to evaluate
potentially feasible alternatives. Of the 116 prcject files
examined that did not contain economic analysis, 39 aade no
reference to economic analysis, and SO indicated that economic
analysis vas "not applicable" vithout disclosing specific
reasons. Recouseadationr' The Secretary of Defense should
requ.re the military serv.ces to identify whether a military
construction project has been evaluated by economic analysis
and, if not, the reasons such &a analysis was not prepared. the
Secretary should also direct his office to periodically oversee
and evaluate the military services* efforts in carrying out the



Department of Def eAses eco' oeic analysis policy. (LDR)
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Economic analysis provides information on
the costs and other factors of various alterna-
tives, such as new construction versus renova-
tion or alteration of a facility, before one or
the other is carried out.

Although the Department of Defense gener-
ally requires an economic analysis for military
construction proposals, less than 12 percent
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force construc-
tion propcsals submitted to the Congress in
fiscal years 1976 and 1977 were evaluated by
economic analysis.
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

LOGISTICS AND COMMUNICATKO
DIVISION

B-133316

The Honorable
The S.cretary of Defense

Dear Mr. Secretary:

This report discusses the limited use of economic
analysis to evaluate military construction proposals.

We want to invite your attention to the fact that
this report contains recommendations to you which are
set forth on pages 11 and 14. As you know, section 236 ofthe Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 requires
the head of a Federal agency to submit a written state-
ment on actions taken on our recommendations to the
House Committee on Government Operations and the Senate
Committee on Governmental Affairs not later than 60 daysafter the date of the report and to the House and Senate7
Committees on Appropriations with the agency's first
request for appropriations made more than 60 days after
the date of the report.

We are sending copies of the report to the Director,
Cffice of Management and Budget; the Chairmen, House andSenate Committees on Appropriations and Armed Services,
the House Committee on Government Operations, and the
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs; and the Secre-
taries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force.

Sincerely yours,

F. J. Shafer
Director
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REPORT TO THE MILITARY PROJECTS--
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE MORE ECONOMIC ANALYSES NEEDED

Department of Defense

DIGEST

Less than 12 percent of the Army, Navy,
and Air Force construction projects pro-
posed to the Congress in fiscal years 1976
and 1977 were evaluated by economic analysis.

An economic analysis includes

--establishing and defining a goal or purpose,

--identifying feasible alternatives, and

-- determining and comparing the costs and
bene±its of alternatives.

When resources are becoming scarcer or
more costly, proposed projects should be
evaluated consistently and systematically
before they are accepted. Without an
orderly evaluation of proposed investments,
decisionmakers may not be able to satisfac-
torily evaluate the costs and benefits of
feasible alternatives.

Generally, the Department of Defense re-
quires an economic analysis for military
construction proposals offering a choice
between two or more alternatives.

In fiscal year 1-976, projects represent-
ing only $89 million of the $2.5 billion
Army, Navy, and Air Force construction
program were evaluated by economic analysis.
In fiscal year 1977, only $138 million of
the $2 billion request was studied by economic
analysis. (See p. 4.)

Many projects were not evaluated because
the lack of an economic analysis did not
have to be justified. A DD Form 1391,
Military Construction Project Data, is used
for processing a military construction
project through the Department of Defense.

i LCD-77-315Caar Sit. Upon removal, the report
Ccr date should be noted hereon.



This form is then submitted to the Congress
as part of the annual military construction
program. The form has no specific provi-
sion for disclosing whether the project has
been evaluated by economic analysis and, if
not, why such an analysis was not prepared.
(See pp. 2 and 11.)

Preparing economic analyses for all fiscal
year 1976 and 1977 military construction
proposals may not have been feasible, since
certain projects may not have lent them-
selves to such analysis or the cost to make
an analysis may have been greater than the
potential benefits. Nevertheless, a wide
variety of construction projects, such as
housing projects, acquisition of easement
rights, and construction of an airport
runway, should have been evaluated to
provide the Congress, the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, and the Office of the
Secretary of Defense information to evaluate
construction proposals, alternatives, and
costs. (See pp. 5 to 8.)

GAO believes that more needs to be done to
see that the military services carry out
the Defense policy of using economic
analysis in the military construction program.
(See p. 14.)

The Secretary of Defense should:

-- Require the military services to identify
on the DD Forms 1391 whether a military
construction project has been evaluated
by economic analysis and, if not, the
reasons such an analysis was not prepared.
(See p. 11.)

-- Require the military services to review
their implemerntation of Defense's
economic analysis policy. (See p. 14.)

-- Direct his office to periodically oversee
and evaluate the military services' efforts
in carrying out Defense's economic analysis
policy. (See p. 14.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Department oi Cafense (DOD) managers make importantand complex investment decisions concerning proposed military
construction projects. In an ervironment characterized bycompeting demands for scarce resources, it is essential ,:hatproposed projects bo evaluated on a consistent and system-atic basis before decisions are made. Without the benefitof an orderly mechanis. for evaluating proposed investments,
decisionmakers may not reoadily and consistently evaluatetht costs and benefits of feasible alternatives.

Economic analysis is a useful management tool forevaluating the comparative costs and benefits of investmentalternatives, provided that underlying assumptions andcriteria are realistic and are applied objectively and con-sistently. By performing an economic analysis, the decision-maker can use such data to select, from two or more alterna-tives, a means to achieve a required need. According to DODinstructions, the key elements of an economic analysis in-
clude:

--Establishing and definirg the goal or objective
desired.

-- Identifying feasible alternatives for accomplishing
the objective.

--Formulating appropriate assumptions.

-- Determining and comparing the costs and benefits
of each alternative.

--Testing the sensitivity of major uncertainties onthe outcome of the analysis.

DOD has long recognized the value of economic analysis.DOD managers have a commitment to insure the efficient andeffective use of resources DOD instruction 7041.3, revisedOctober 18, 1972, genera :equires an economic analysisfor military constructio oposals which involve a choicebetween two or more alt, .ecives. Projects justified on
the basis of military necessity are not exempt from therequirement to perform an economic analysis. Regulations
implementing this instruction have been issued by themilitary departmbents.
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In 1971 the Office of the Assistant Secretary oZ
Defense (Comptroller) stated that:

"There are numerous opportunities for proving
the utility of the concept of economic analysis
to program/project managers and greater efforts
must be made to use this approach in decision-
making * * * it is becoming increasingly ap-
parent that new funding requirements should
not be authorized unleso local managers have
made a suitable economic analysis to back
up their decisions."

In May 1976 the Assistant Secresary of Defense (Comptroller)
reiterated the need for economic analysis by declaring that
the current and constant focus should be to communicate
and infuse economic analysis into the DOD decisionmaking
processes.

A DD Form 1391, Military Construction Project Data, is
the primary document used for processing a military construc-
tion project through the various review levels of the mili-
tary departments and DOD. This for, is then submitted to
the Congress as part of the annual military construction
program. The form contains information about the project,
including cost estimates and requirements. Although a
properly prepared economic analysis contains useful informa-
tior. on the couts and benefits of considered alternatives,
the DD Form 1391, submitted to the Congress, has no specific
provision for disclosing whether the project has been
evaluated by economic analysis, and, if not, why such an
analysis was not prepared. Representatives of the military
services said economic analyses are not sent to the Office
of Management and Budget or to the Congress unless they
are specifically requested.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

We reviewed the military services' construction pro-
posals submitted to the Congress for fiscal years 1 976
and 1977 to determine

--how frequently economic analysis was used,

-- the adequacy and extent of compliance with DOD and
military service economic analysis procedures, and

-- the extent to which the use of economic analysis
has been monitored by DOD and the military services.
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We analyzed applicable DOD, Army. Navy, and Air Force
economic analysis instructions end discussed them with
appropriate management personnel. Wr, also examined selested
economic analyoes prepared ir tha Army, Navy, and Air Force
and reviewed the anali'es with military and civilian of-
ficials at the installation, command, and headquarters levels
within ICD.
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CHAPTER 2

MILITARY SERVICES SELDOM USE

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS TO EVALUATE

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

Military construction projects proposed to the Congress
are seldom subjected to an economic analysis. Although
economic analyses are generally required for military con-
struction proposals, less than 12 percent 1/ of the Army,
Navy, and Air Force projects proposed to tEe Congress in
fiscal years 1976 and 1977 were evaluated by economic anal-
ysis. The following table shows the limited use of economic
analysis on proposed construction projects.

FY 1976 FY 1977
Projects Projects
supported supported

by economic Total by economic Total
analysis proje.ts projects

Army 6 139 7 54
Navy 15 122 27 86
Air Force 10 112 3 61

Total 31 373 37 201

In fiscal year 1976, the 31 projects evaluated by economic
analysis represented only $89 million of the $2.5 billion Army,
Navy, and Air Force construction program. In fiscal year 1977,
the 37 projects accounted for only $138 million of the $2 bil-
lion Army, Navy, and Air Force construction projects.

We recognize that it may not have been feasible to pre-
pare economic analyses for all fiscal year 1976 and 1977
construction projects, since certain projects may not have
been susceptible to such analysis or the cost to make an
analysis may have been greater than the potential benefits.
However, we believe that more than 12 percent of the fiscal

1/Excludes energy conservation and pollution abatement proj-
ects. We excluded these projects because they are sub-
ject to special, additional criteria to assure reduction
of energy consumption and compliance with pollution abate-
ment standards.
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year 1976 and 1977 military construction program should havebeen evaluated by economic analysis. Preparing more economicanalyses would have provided DOD decisionmakers and theCongress more useful information on project alternatives.

LACK OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS LIMITS
MANAGERS' ABILITY TO IDENTIFY AND
COMPARE AYITABLE ALTIERNAIVES

During the annual budget process, congressional com-mittees reviewing proposed military construction projectsmay request information on the costs and benefits of proj-ect alternatives. DOD instructions require preparers ofeconomic analyses to identify and compare all feasiblealternatives capable of meeting a required need. Servicedirectives further emphasize that particular attentionshould be given to the consideration of potential alterna-tives. For example, an Air Force economic analysis guidenotes that:

** * * all feasible alternatives must beconsidered inasmuch as the alternative thatis overlooked could possibly be the best
solution to the problem. The substantive
quality of Lhe analysis depends on selecting
feasible and imaginative alternatives."

Similarly, the Navy's Economic Analysis Handbook, issued bythe Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) to allengineering field divisions, specifies that analyses must:
"* * * determine all feasible alternative methods
of meeting [the] objective. Since the ultimatepurpose of the economic analysis process is toassist the decisionmaker in making resource
allocation decisions, it is essential that allrealistic alternatives be considered. Good deci-sions are extremely difficult (probably impossible)unless they are made with a full understanding of
all relevant options."

Army construction program guidance for fiscal years 1976 and1977 states that:

"* * * two alternatives are usually compared:
(1) the way things are being done now, and (2)the way the installation would like to do them.The second always is presented in the best
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light and invariably wins. Other alternatives
should be included, and compared economically,
to complete a convincing analysis * * *.'

Despite unanimous concern that all feasible alternatives be
identified and evaluated, we found that in a wide variety
of proposed projects, DOD managers did not use economic
analysis to evaluate potentially feasible alternatives.

Housing projects

We found that the fiscal year 1976 and 1977 military
construction programs included 67 housing projects estimated
to cost more than $566 million, where economic analyses
were not used to evaluate alternative ways of meeting housing
requirements. Possible alternatives which could have been
evaluated by economic analysis include:

--New construction.

-- Leasing of commercial facilities.

-- Payment of basic allowance for quarters.

--Rehabilitation of existing government housing.

--Combinations of new construction and rehabilitation
of existing facilities.

Although some consideration may have been given to housing
alternatives, no formal economic analyses were made to
assure that the costs and benefits of all available alterna-
tives were 2valuated and made known to decisionmakers at
various levels.

Acquisition of easement rights

In another case, the Navy requested $. maillion for arestrictive use easement to protect the operational capa-
bility of Cecil Field Naval Air Station, Florida, from
incompatible community development. In May 1975, when the
project was proposed to the Congress, the Navy estimated
it would cost $15.6 million in the future to acquire addi-
tional easements. This fiscal year 1976 request was not
supported by an economic analysis. Questions that an
economic analysis might have answered include:

-- How did the costs and benefits associated with
acquiring restrictive easements compare to obtaining
the land in fee simple?
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-- Could aircraft using Cecil Field be diverted to otherfields, thereby reducing or eliminating the need toacquire easements or to purchase land?
--How would the costs of relocating operations fromCecil Field to other existing airfields compare toestimated future costs for facilities and landeasements or purchases at Cecil Field?
--Could State and local land use planning, zoning,and controls be amended to reduce the need forFederal acquisition of easements or land surround-ing naval air installations?

--Could the Veterans Administration and the FederalHousing Administration help dissuade communityencroachment on military flight centers?
Information on the above questions might have been usefulto decisionmakers in evaluating the budget request.
Construction of airport runway

In fiscal year 1976, the Air Force requested $7.102million to construct a drone runway and a supporting facilityat Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida. One of two existingactive runways had been used for both manned aircraft opera-tions and for the launch and recovery of pilotless drone air-craft. The Air Force believed that this mixed use interferedwith normal base missions. The procedures involved stoppingall aircraft movements on existing runways during the launchand recovery of each drone aircraft. Because of safety con-siderations, no attempt was made to land damaged drones onthe runway. The Air Force estimated that constructing aseparate drone runway would save as much as $7 millionannually by avoiding flight interruptions and recoveringdamaged drones.

The budget request was not supported by an economicanalysis. We believe that such an analysis could haveprovided useful information on the following questions:
--How many drones would be recovered under the proposedproject as compared with the existing metnod of re-covery?

--What was the cost to repair recovered damaged drones?Did adequate manpower and facilities exist for re-pairing damaged drones? Would all recovered damageddrones be repaired?

7



-- What was the expected outyear traffic for the
base? If the need arises, could a runway built
for drones be used for normal air traffic in future
years?

-- Estimated savings of $6.5 million from 12 recovereUdrones was calculated using a unit flyaway 1/ cost
rather than the estimated salvage value of the re-
covered drone. What would the projected cost sav-
ings have been using the recovery value rather thanthe original unit flyaway cost?

-- What was the operating experience of other airfields
using drones? Were damaged, as well as undamaged,
drones recovered? Could present airfields using
drones be consolidated to eliminate the need to build
additional drone runways? Could other less utilized
runways at nearby airfields be used for recovering
drones?

Specific consideration of the costs and hbnefits associatedwith the above questions might have been helpful to decision-
makers in evaluating this proposed construction project.

Construction of vehicle wash facility

In fiscal year 1976, the Army proposed a $1.544 milliontracked vehicle road and washing facility for Fort Riley,
Kansas. No economic analysis was prepared for this project.During the fiscal year 1976 appropriation hearings beforethe House Committee on Appropriations, the Army said thatthe construction of this facility would Rave about $64,000
annually. Over 25 years, the undiscounted annual savingswould total about $1.6 million--about equal to the originalinvestment cost of the wash facility.

If an economic analysis had been prepared for thisalternative using DOD's prescribed 10 percent discount rateand a 25-year economic life, the discounted present value
of the $64,000 annual savings for 25 years would total onlyabout $600,000, as compared to an investment of about $1.5million. An economic analysis would have shown that, in
presert value term., the cost of this project exceeded dis-counted savings by about $900,000. Using such cost andbenefit data provided by an economic analysis, we believe
decisionmakers would have been able to more thoroughly
evaluate the proposed project.

l/All costs chargeable to the unit.
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Inadequate justifications for not
using economic analysls

Military regulations do require, in nost cases, documen-tation as to why a proposal is not evaluated by economicanalysis. We examired the files on 116 projects which did
not have economic analyses. Of the 116 project files, 39contained no reference to economic analysis. Of the remain-
ing 77 project files, 50 indicated that economic analysis
was "not applicable" without discloring specific reasons.
We found no evidence that any of the 116 project proposals
had been validated by DOD's reviewing authorities as not
requiring an economic analysis.

COMMENTS BY MILITARY OFFICIALS
ON'THE .LIMITE USE OF ECONM.IC
ANALYS IS

Representatives of the military service, agreed thatthere has been only limited use of economic analysis to sup-
port budget requests for military construction projects.
Thiey offered several explanations for the limited use of
economic analysis.

Army

The Office of the Chief of Engineers is responsible
for seeing that economic analyses are performed on the
Army's construction program. Office of tae Chief of
Engineers representatives told us that economic analysis
has not been used more because

-- installations' proposed projects receive approval
without such an analysis,

-- many project alternatives are eliminated "mentally"
by commanders, and

-- economic analysis is primarily used to sell a
project, rather than as a decisionmaking tool.

An Army official in the Office of the Chief of Engineers
said the office relied upon base activities to determine
whether an economic analysis is required for a project pro-posal. We were told the Army Aas no implementing proceduresto assure that economic analyses are prepared amid used in
accordance with Army economic analysis regulations.
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NavU

In the Navy, preparation of economic analyses is the
responsibility of the naval field activity submitting the
project, with consultation and guidance supplied by NAVFAC
engineering field divisions and headquarters. NAVFAC
headquarters officials responsible for assuring that
economic analyses are prepared said such analyses are
not used more because

-- most proposals are viewed as an operational necessity,
which eliminates the need for consideration of feasible
alternatives;

-- many personnel are reluctant to use economic analysis,
since the process is costly and the results are not
immediately visible; and

-- the turnover in knowledgeable personnel hinders the
effective application of economic analysis techniques.

NAVFAC officials believe that additional useful information
could be obtained by increasing the use of economic analysis.
but cautioned that the costs of such additional information
must be considered. While NAVFAC believes that the prepara-
tior. of an economic analysis should not exceed 60 staff-
hours, NAVFAC officials had no knowledge of the actual costs
to prepare economic analyses. Assuming that 60 staff-hours
is a reasonable time to prepare an economic analysis, we
believe that the preparation would require only a nominal
effort and would not be overly costly or time consuming.

Air Force

At Air Force headquarters, the Directorate of Engineer-
ing and Services is primarily responsible for approving
military construction projects. The directorate is also
responsible for determining if an economic analysis is
required for a proposed project. Air Force officials in
the directorate told us that economic analysis is not used
more because

-- Droject alternatives are often viewed as not being
feasible after operational requirements are considered,

-- economic analyses are prepared if the analysis enhances
the justification of a project, and
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-- the keen competition between proposec projects
elim.iinates the need for economic analysis.

Air Force officials in this directorate said tAat reliance
is placed on the professional judgment and exp,erience of
each individual to determine whether a proposed project
requires an economic analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

Although DOD and the. military services have issued
instructions requiring economic analysis and have emphasized
its benefits, such analysis is seldom used. We believe that
more extensive use of economic analysis at the working level
would result in better decisions on proposed construction
projects, and provide needed information to the Congress,
the Office of Management and Budget, DOD, and the military
services for their reviews. We believe that many projects
are not evaluated by economic analysis because responsible
officials have not insisted that the absence of an economic
analysis be justified and validated.

We believe that the DD Form 1391, the primary document
used for processing a military construction project through
the various budgetary review levels, should contain a state-
ment that an economic analysis has been made or explain why
it was not made. If that were required and an analysis was
made, officials at each level of review would have better
assurance that the costs of feasible alternatives were con-
sidered before the decision was reached, and that the
economic analysis is available to be called for if desired.
On the other hand, if an analysis was not prepared, reviewing
officials could weigh the explanation and call for additional
information if it is unsatisfactory.

RECOMMENDATION

To assure that construction proposals are subjected to
economic analysis wherever appropriate, we recommend that
the Secretary of Defense require the military services to
identify on the DD Forms 1391 whether a military construction
project has been evaluated by economic analysis and, if not,
the reasons such an analysis was not prepared.
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CHAPTER 3

IMPROVED OVERSIGHT NEEDED

TO PROMOTE GREATER USE OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Neither the Office of the Secretary of Defense nor the
military services have exercised sufficient oversight to
assure that the use of economic analysis is followed in the
military construction program.

In 1972 DOD established the Defense Economic Analysis
Council to advise the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comp-
troller) about economic analysis. Although the Council's
primary goal was to promote the use of economic analysis
within DOD, it never exercised much oversight on the techniqi
An official in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Comptroller) told us that the Council ceased
functioning in 1976, after a DCD study recommended the
Council be abolished.

Each military service also has responsibility in its
regulations for overall policy pertaining to economic analys
None of the military services had satisfactorily monitored
the use of economic analysis in its military construction pr.
gram.

GOALS AND DUTIES OF DOD'S
ECONOMTC ANALYSIS COUNCIL

The Defense Economic Analysis Council included represen
tives from various offices of the Secretary of Defense, mili
tary depart---as, and other DOD agencies. Council members
were responsible for advising the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Comptroller) and their respective departments on

-- policies and procedures for using economic analysis,

--application of economic analysis in the budgeting
and other decisionmaking processes,

-- techniques and methodology for justifying and support
ing resource consumption decisions,

-- educational programs for fostering an understanding
of economic analysis and enhancing its usefulness,
and
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-- improvements in the quality of analysis and
strengthening the analytical capabilities of DOD.

During its existence, the Council (1) concentrated oncommunication and education, (2) established points of con-
tact to communicate technical information on economic
analysis (but DOD officials told us that this channel was
seldom used), (3) fostered the establishment of several
courses on economic analysis techniques, and (4) published
booklets on economic analysis, including the Economic
Analysis Handbook. Some users of the Councilis -~Tubca-
tions beve at they were too theoretical and others
believed they lacked practical applications.

Another educational forum of the Council was periodicsymposia on economic analysis matters. According co a DOD
study, personnel most heavily engaged in economic analysisstudies were the least likely to attend symposia because
of travel restrictions or failure to receive notification.
The study noted that very few analysts performing economic
analysis had ever attended a symposium and, when they did
attend, the subjects discussed -ire often theoretical and
not directly applicable to thei. work.

OVERSIGHT

In 1973 the Council surveyed, via questionnaire, the
use of economic analysis in DOD, including the extent of
training and the types of projects being analyzed. The
survey showed that, although about two-thirds of DOD's
orgarizations surveyed considered economic analysis a use-ful tool, only 18 percent of the organizations used the
analysis consistently.

The survey also disclosed that economic analysis wassometimes used to support previous decisions, rather than
to provide information for decisionmaking. In some caseseconomic analysis is merely given "lip-service" to show
a token compliance with policy requirements. Although thesurvey disclosed significant shortfalls in carrying out
economic analysis, no DOD action plan was developed to re-solve problems and promote greater and improved use of theanalysis.

In July 1976 DOD completed a survey to evaluate theDefense Economic Analysis Council's role in promoting
economic analysis and the need for its continuance. Thestudy concluded that, although it helped promulgate DOD
directives/instructions and service regulations, the
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Council had not achieved its other goals. The study found
that the Council had not conducted any significant amount
of review, developed policies on economic analysis, or
helped resolve organizational inter-Service problems.

The study recommended that the Council be abolished
and replaced by several alternatives, including the
establishment of a ne, group at the Office of the Secretary
of Defense level or similar grX.-pp at the headquarters
level for each organization. On yNvember 9. 1976, an of-
ficia' in the Office of the A'si: Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller) told us that DOD Has. .cicded to issue new
and revised directives and instructions to strengthen the
use of economic analysis, but it does not plan to establish
any new committeeb or advisory groups.

CONCLUSIONS

An active monitoring program is a necessary part of DOD's
resource management system to assure that military service
requirements for preparing economic analyses are appropriately.
consistently, and effectively i.iplemented. In addition, more
effective review is needed by each of the military services
to assure that such requirements are followed.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense:

-- Require each of the military services to review
their construction programs to assure that economic
analysis is used when required and reasons for not
using such analysis be documented and validated.

--Direct his Office to periodically oversee and evaluate
the military services' efforts in carrying out DOD's
economic analysis policy.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM SUBMITTED TO CONGRESS

FOR FTSCAL YEARS 1976 AND 1977

FY 1976 FY 1977

(000 omitted)

Army $ 96!,900 $ 653,500
Navy 854,000 595,200Air Force 703,600 802,300

Total $2,519,500 $2,051,000

Other DOD agencies'
reserves and National
Guard 367,900 236,700

Total (note a) $2,887,400 $2,287,700

a/The budget request for military construction does not
include DOD's family housing, which is a separate
budget item.
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE

FOR ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

Tenure of office
From To

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE:
Harold Brown Jan. 1977 Present
Donald Rumsfeld Dec. 1975 Jan. 1977
James R. Schlesinger July 1973 Dec. 1975
William P. Clements, Jr.

(acting) May 1973 July 1973
Elliot L. Richardson Jan. 1973 May 1973
Melvin R. Laird Jan. 1969 Jan. 1973

SECRETARY OF THE ARMY:
Clifford L. Alexander, Jr. Feb. 1977 Present
Martin R. Hoffman Aug. 1975 Feb. 1977
Howard H. Callaway May 1973 Aug. 1975
Robert F. Froehlke July 1971 May 1973

SECRETARY OF THE NAVY:
W. Graham Clayton Feb. 1977 Present
J. William Middendorf June 1974 Feb. 1977
John W. Warner May 1972 June 1974
John H. Chafee Jan. 1969 May 1972

SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE:
Thomas C. Reed Jan. 1976 Present
John L. McLucas May 1973 Jan. 1976
Robert C. Seamans, Jr. Jan. 1969 May 1973
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